MEGACUTTER™ TRIPLE DISC
MOWER-CONDITIONERS
512 I 530
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Cut a triple-wide swath of productivity.
MegaCutter™ triple disc mower-conditioners cut more than just your hay. By cutting a 29-foot, 6-inch swath with every pass, the highcapacity MegaCutter combination helps you slash costs to increase your bottom line. The MegaCutter™ 512 clears a wide, 11-foot,
10-inch path in front, so you can set your tractor tires wider for fast drying and maintain tractor clearance for easy field maneuvering.
The rear-mounted MegaCutter™ 530 uses two disc cutterbars, maximizing the 29’ 6” cut and providing a cutting capacity up to 43
acres per hour when operated at 14 mph.

Flexibility to match your drying needs

Simple headland turns

The New Holland MegaCutter triple system offers you superior
flexibility to match your harvest needs. Lay down three single
swaths, or add a flip-over swathboard attachment with wide, thin
fins to spread crop to the full 29’6” cut width so hay dries faster.

The optional Front Header Lift kit integrates the MegaCutter
512 front mower-conditioner’s headland lift function into the
hydraulics of the MegaCutter 530. This allows for seamless
control of both the front and rear mowers through the tractor’s
IntelliView™ touchscreen display or optional joystick control box.
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Faster mowing, peak drying, quality feed
With nearly double the cutting width of a traditional 16-foot mower-conditioner or self-propelled windrower, the MegaCutter
combination is ideally suited to match the capacity of large self-propelled forage harvesters. You mow more acres in less time and
with less fuel. Since you’re done mowing earlier, your crops get the advantage of peak drying conditions during the day. When crop is
cured and harvested quickly, it retains more nutritional value, leading to higher-quality feed. Who can argue with higher quality feed?

Year-round tractor productivity
Choosing a MegaCutter triple disc mower-conditioner instead of
a dedicated machine or a traditional self-propelled windrower
that you can only use during a portion of the year allows you to
get added productivity from your high-horsepower tractor. And,
of course, your tractor handles all the other tasks that need
done all year long. For the ultimate in productivity and operator
comfort, match your MegaCutter triple mower-conditioners
with an efficient New Holland T7, T7 HD or T8 GENESIS™ Series
tractor with:
• ECOBlue™ HI-eSCR Tier 4B technology – lower fuel
consumption, high-performance, and industry-leading
600-hour service interval
• Auto Command™ continuously variable transmission –
greater fuel economy and smooth, precise speed control
• IntelliSteer™ Auto Guidance System – more acres per hour,
less operator fatigue, eliminates skips and overlaps
• 31-mph transmission – faster movement between locations
• Ultimate comfort – advanced mower suspension, suspended
cab and suspended axle choices on the tractor
Enter into the New Holland Family with a multi-unit purchase of
a tractor and mower.

Clean, even cutting in uneven terrain
You can rely on the advanced mower suspension systems on both
the MegaCutter 512 and MegaCutter 530 to provide a complete
range of flotation. Both the front- and rear-mounted models
follow varying terrain for a cleaner cut and less risk of damage
from foreign objects than machines with more complicated
flotation systems.
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Clean cutting, thorough conditioning.
The low-profile MegaCutter™ disc cutterbar provides clean cutting with minimal tilt, even in thick and tangled crop. Raised skid shoes
provide additional height and maintain cutterbar flatness to deliver exceptional cutting quality. Choose low skid shoes, mid 20-mm or
high 40-mm skid shoes. The high skid shoes are recommended for working in stony conditions, new seedlings and muddy or wet field
conditions, but can also be used in normal working conditions.

Rugged construction
A fully welded and sealed cutterbar gear case with an integral
box-beam support provides the rugged strength and flexibility
required for challenging mowing conditions. End feed-cones and
intermediate disc stations are secured with bolts and bushing
spacers for a positive connection to the top and bottom of the gear
case for extra reliability. Specially machined gears, dependable
steel-bearing cages, integrated drive train protection, and a large
oil reservoir capacity lead to reliable, quiet, and cool operation.

Cutting Height Range
Low Skid Shoes

¾ in. to 2 ¼ in.

Mid 20-mm Skid Shoes

1 in. to 3 in. (Standard)

High 40-mm Skid Shoes

2 in. to 4 in.
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Three levels of protection
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In the event of a collision, three levels of protection safeguard the MegaCutter disc cutterbar.
1. Round disc profile by design
The round disc profile is less
susceptible to damage from stones
or debris that can jam in more
complex disc profiles. In fast cutting
applications, the round disc profile
maintains a low wind force. That
leads to cleaner cutting and uniform
crop flow to the conditioning system,
without the “pulses” of material typical
with other cutting systems.

2. A smooth rock guard profile
with discs set back
Discs are set back from the front of
the rock guards, improving each disc’s
protection against direct collision
with an obstruction. The long, angled
knives and smooth rock guard profile
help to provide outstanding cutting
quality and reduce the tendency for
soil buildup between discs that can
happen when working in new seeding
and sticky soils.

3. Integrated disc drive protection
Each disc drive station features a
shear-key system that protects the
cutterbar drive from severe collisions
by absorbing the impact and retaining
the disc. A damaged disc station can
be replaced quickly in the field for
maximum up-time while mowing. The
damaged station can be rebuilt in your
own shop or at your local dealer, and
reused later.
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Wide range of conditioning possibilities

Semi-swinging design

It’s easy to adjust conditioning intensity on your MegaCutter™
disc mower-conditioners—a key to producing a nutritional crop.
A dual-speed conditioning rotor on the MegaCutter™ 512 allows
you to achieve gentle handling of delicate legumes with the
600-rpm setting, or more aggressive conditioning of robust grass
hays with the 900-rpm rotor setting. The MegaCutter™ 530 requires
a kit to achieve the 600-rpm rotor speed recommended for use in
delicate crops. You can also adjust the position of the hood above
the conditioning rotor to change conditioning action. Raise the
hood for less conditioning intensity and lower it for more.

Semi-swinging flail tines allow obstructions to pass, providing
better protection compared to fixed poly or steel tines. And
unlike conventional free-swinging tines, New Holland flails
cannot swing back over center, but are held in the ideal place by
centrifugal force for efficient and effective conditioning as well as
uniform swath and windrow formation.

V-tine flail conditioning system
A flail rotor system conditions crop for faster drying. Flail tines are positioned at an angle to the rotor’s center to deliver increased
outward crop pressure against the conditioning hood and improve swath and windrow formation.
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16% wider cutting up front.
With its big 11-foot, 10-inch cut, the MegaCutter™ 512 front-mounted mower-conditioner clears a wide path—one that’s 16%
wider than competitive 10-foot models. It also provides more mower overlap, so there’s no need for complicated side-shift
mechanisms. The wide cut also means you can set the tractor tires wide for fast drying of the center swath.

Rugged, reliable disc cutterbar
Challenging conditions are no problem for the MegaCutter 512 cutterbar. It’s fully welded with integral box beam support to
provide flexibility and support. There are three levels of protection that safeguard against cutterbar damage in the event of a
collision while mowing (see page 4 for more information). Changing the cut height and cutterbar attack angle is easy. Simply
rotate the turnbuckle top link by hand to the preferred setting. If further height adjustment is needed, consider the available
mid and high skid shoes.
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24°

24°

A complete range of flotation, without the use
of tractor hydraulics
The MegaCutter 512 provides a broad range of suspension
movement to follow rolling field contours precisely for ultraclean cutting. The advanced suspension allows for a working
range over 27 vertical inches and up to 24 degrees of angular
movement to adapt to the most challenging terrain. Its innovative
geometry and linkage allow the cutterbar to move up and back,
and reduce cutterbar angle simultaneously so the cutterbar can
clear obstacles. This rugged and reliable mechanical spring
system adjusts to suit your working speeds and field conditions
to protect your crop stubble and reduce skid shoe wear. There
are no hydraulic accumulators or cylinders to leak down while
mowing, so you can be confident of ongoing, consistent cutting,
flotation and tractor operation.

A mower gearbox for any rotation
You can set the 1000-rpm main gearbox for clockwise (CW) or
counter-clockwise (CCW) rotation by simply inverting it. The
factory setting for CCW rotation with 1-3/8’’, 6-spline PTO works
with the New Holland T7.270 tractor and New Holland T8 Series
tractors. T8 tractors can also be configured with a CW 1-3/8”,
21-spline PTO. Either way, the MegaCutter gearbox inverts to fit.
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High-capacity mowing with every pass.
The MegaCutter™ 530 rear-mounted mower-conditioner delivers up to 43 acres-per-hour capacity when travelling at 14 miles
per hour. It’s ideal for today’s largest livestock operations and custom harvesters who need to get big jobs done fast while
helping to reduce operating costs.
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Rugged, reliable disc cutterbar
The twin MegaCutter 530 disc cutterbars are fully welded and feature an integral box beam support for the flexibility and support
needed for challenging conditions. Three levels of protection safeguard the cutterbars against damage in the event of a collision while
mowing (see page 4 for more information). You can operate the MegaCutter 530 with one wing raised and one in mowing position to
cut along borders or to finish fields more easily.

Convenient and ergonomic controls
The optional control box is available in both ISOBUS and nonISOBUS versions adapting the MegaCutter for both current
and late model tractors. The control box is small in size and is
provided with a fully adjustable mount so it may be ergonomically
located. The control box activates all MegaCutter 530 functions.
New Holland, T7 and T8 Series tractors with ISOBUS and an
IntelliView™ III or IV color touchscreen display control the
MegaCutter 530 headland and transport locking functions
through the virtual terminal. No additional control box is
required.

A complete range of flotation
The MegaCutter 530 uses a unique, balanced, mechanical spring
suspension system that allows the cutterheads to precisely follow
the most rolling field contours. This constant, uniform flotation
assures clean cutting, protects crop stubble and reduces skid
shoe wear. You can adjust this reliable suspension system
to suit your working speeds and field conditions. Since this is
a mechanical system, you can confidently set the suspension,
knowing no hydraulic accumulators or cylinders will leak down
while you mow.

Non-stop breakaway and reset
In the event of an unexpected collision, the affected head
automatically swings back to dissipate the impact, and
automatically resets to working position without stopping after
the obstruction has cleared. Unlike more complicated hydraulic
systems, the MegaCutter 530 mechanical system uses a pivoting
joint and the force of gravity to operate.
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Get IntelliSteer™ efficiency.
Want to achieve maximum productivity and performance? Pair your MegaCutter™ triple disc mowerconditioners with a New Holland tractor equipped with the IntelliSteer™ Auto Guidance steering system.
New Holland Precision Land Management (PLM™) solutions help you to improve overall operational
efficiency, resulting in better productivity and the lowest possible operating cost per acre.

Faster speeds, faster response

More efficient chopping

Automatic steering control maintains pass-to-pass accuracy,
allowing operators to use faster working speeds and reducing
fatigue. When operators are free from making continuous
manual adjustments, they are better able to react to obstructions
hidden in the field.

The IntelliSteer™ system takes control to mow parallel swaths
that are faster and easier to pickup with a merger so you get
long, straight merged windrows that are efficiently handled by
the self-propelled forage harvester.

Choose your accuracy level
New Holland offers a wide range of accuracy options that
enables you to choose the option that best matches your
needs. New Holland recommends a corrected OmniSTAR® HP
with +/- 3 to 5 inches or for greater accuracy and precision
the OmniSTAR® HP with accuracy of +/- 2 to 4 inches. The
New Holland IntelliSteer™ guidance system is compatible with
WAAS, OmniSTAR®, CenterPoint™ RTX™,RTK, or RTK Plus
correction signals. See your local New Holland dealer for more
information and to find the guidance solution that best fits
your operation.
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Models

MegaCutter 512

MegaCutter 530

Mounting

Front-Three Point

Rear-Three Point

Hitch category

Category 2/ 3N

Category 3

Attachment

Front A-Frame Quick Hitch

Standard ASABE Link Ends

Width of cut

ft. in. (m) 11’ 10” (3.6)

29’ 6” (9)

Number cutting discs

9

2x8

Disc type

Round

Round

Disc speed

rpm 3000

3000

Number cutting blades

18

2 x 16

Reversible blades

Yes

Yes

Theoretical min cut height-standard

in. (mm) 3/4” (20)

3/4” (20)

Theoretical max cut height-standard

in. (mm) 2 1/4” (55)

2 1/4” (55)

Transport width

ft. in. (m) 11’ 3” (3.4)

9’ 10” (3)

Transport length

ft. in. (m) 6’ 3” (2)

8’ 3” (2.5)

Transport height

ft. in. (m) –

13’ 2” (4)

Weight

lb. (kg) 2976 (1350)

7090 (3216)

Power requirement

hp (kw) 95 (70)

210 (155)

PTO speed

rpm 1000 (CW/CCW)

1000

Standard - PTO yoke

1 3/8” - 6

1 3/8” - 21

Optional PTO yoke

1 3/8” - 21

1 3/4” - 20

Multi-disc slip clutch protection

●

●

(Individual Head)

Overrunning clutch

●

●

(Individual head)

Semi swinging flail tine conditioning system

●

●

Number rotors

1

2

Number flail tines per rotor

86

2 x 72
●

Rotor speed - 600

rpm

●

Rotor speed - 900

rpm

●

O

–

O

Flip over wide spreading rear sections
Mower headland clearance

in. (mm) 15 3/4’’ (400)

24’’ (600)

Virtual Terminal Interface - ISOBUS Tractors

–

●

Joystick Control - ISOBUS Tractors

–

O

Joystick Control - NON ISOBUS Tractors

–

O

Integrated MegaCutter 512 & 530 headland controls

–

O

Hydraulic system type

Single Acting

Closed center - Load sensing

Hydraulic flow requirement
Hydraulic pressure requirement

gpm, (lpm) 6.6 - 13.3 (25-50)
psi (bar) 2175 - 2900 (150-200)

6.6 - 13.3 (25-50)
2175 - 2900 (150-200)

Hydraulic requirements

1 DA

Transport lighting

–

●

Transport lighting requirement (if equipped)

–

ASAE 7 Pin

Electrical requirements

–

12 volts

● Standard

O Optional

– Not Available

1 DA and 1 LS Port
Power beyond with low pressure return and
remote Load sensing

VALUE, SERVICE AND SOLUTIONS
There’s a certain way of thinking that comes from living on a farm.
Farming takes equal parts brain and brawn. Not to mention thick
skin, calloused hands and a fair share of know how. Seasoned
farmers know it helps to have equipment that’s built by farmers,
sold by farmers and used by farmers.

Quality parts and service. Turn to your New Holland dealer after the
sale for expert, factory-trained service and genuine New Holland–
branded parts. Your dealer has the very latest service updates and
training to ensure your equipment keeps working productively season
after season.

Support at every step. When you place your confidence in
New Holland agricultural equipment, you get the finest in local
support. Your New Holland dealer understands the many challenges
you face and stands behind you at every step with the equipment,
parts, service and financial solutions to make your job easier.
Look to New Holland for a complete selection of equipment,
including a full line of tractors, hay & forage equipment, harvesting,
crop production and material handling equipment.

Financing solutions. Your New Holland dealer can tell you about
smart ways to turn your financial challenges into opportunities with
a portfolio of innovative financial services available through CNH
Industrial Capital, including customized financing, leasing, insurance
and the purchasing convenience of a Commercial Revolving Account.
For reliable equipment, parts and service — or just honest advice
on farming and finance — turn to New Holland and your trusted
New Holland dealer. We know. We’re farmers, too.

Learn more at www.newholland.com/na
Design, materials and/or specifications are subject to change without notice and
without liability therefor. Specifications are applicable to units sold in Canada, the
United States, its territories and possessions, and may vary outside these areas.

We are proud to support the FFA.
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Safety begins with a thorough understanding
of the equipment. Always make sure you and
your operators read the Operator’s Manual
before using the equipment. Pay close
attention to all safety and operating decals
and never operate machinery without
all shields, protective devices and
structures in place.
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